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Abstract. In this paper are illustrating some specific bio-inspired component 
for solving a combinatorial optimization problem: The Matrix Bandwidth 
Minimization Problem(MBMP). The described components are based on a 
hybrid model of the Ant Colony System technique with new local search 
mechanisms [4]. MBMP seeks for a simultaneous permutation of the rows and 
also of the columns of a square matrix in order to keep its nonzero entries close 
to the main diagonal. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Component Based Development (CBD) is an active area of research and 
development. CBSE covers both component development and system 
development with components [1]. Development using components is focused 
on the identification of reusable entities and relations between them, starting 
from the system requirements. 

Complexity of nowadays problems leads to a large number of 
approaches in order to solve these difficult problems. One of these problems is 
the Matrix Bandwidth Minimization Problem (MBMP). It is a NP-complete 
[14] problem. The applications of the MBMP are in various fields as 
economics, physics and computer science and in engineering field. Other 
approaches are already developed with GRASP [8], Tabu Search 
[7], GA [9], a node-shift heuristic [7]. Based on MBMP, new problems were 
defined (see the antibandwidth problem [6]). 
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It is proposed a new approach to address the matrix bandwidth 
minimization problem using components. The paper is organized as follows: 
the investigated matrix bandwidth minimization problem is briefly presented in 
Section 2; the algorithms are described in Section 3; the proposed component-
based solution is discussed in Section 4, and the last section describes the 
future development of our work. 
 

2. THE BANDWIDTH PROBLEM 
The Matrix Bandwidth Minimization Problem (MBMP) follows.  

Given a square symmetric matrix A of order n, its bandwidth is 
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Solving the MBMP for A means finding a permutation π  of the rows 
and columns of the matrix A, that minimizes the bandwidth of the resulted 
matrix. MBMP as a graph problem follows.   

Starting from A one can define the graph ),( EVGA =  with 
},...,2,1{ nV = and }0),{( ≠= ijaiffjiE . This leads to the bandwidth 
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β of GA.  Solving the transformed problem means to find a 

permutation π  of V minimizing the graph bandwidth. 
 
 

3. HYBRID MODEL FOR SOLVING MBMP 
 
In the ant-based model for solving MBMP, Ant Colony System is hybridized 
with a local search mechanism [4]. The main steps of the algorithm, based on 
the level structure described by the Cuthill-McKee algorithm are following: 

• computing the current matrix bandwidth and setting the parameters 
values; 
• the construction phase follows, starting with all the ants in the node 
from the first level and successively making pseudo-randomly choices 
from the available neighbors. 
The local update rule is applied [5] after each step. This phase ends with 
the global pheromone update rule [5]. 
• writing the best solution. 
These phases are iteratively executed within a given number of 

iterations. A solution is a one-dimensional array with the permutation of V = 
{1, 2, · · · , n}. Furthermore, the integration of a local search phase within the 
proposed ACS approach to MBMP facilitates the refinement of ants solutions. 
The pseudocode of the proposed model, as in [4] is given below: 
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Hybrid ACS model for solving MBMP 
begin 

I. Initialization: computes the current matrix bandwidth; 
initialize pheromone trails; sets the parameters values; 
II. while (maximum number of iterations not reached) do 

swap procedure 
while (maximum number of ants not reached) do 
build a partial solution using ACS 
apply a local pheromone update rule 
swap procedure 
apply a global pheromone update rule 
end while 

end while 
III. write the best solution 
end 
 
For the improvement of ACS solutions with a specific local search 

mechanism, it is introduced the PSwap procedure (see paper [4] for details) 
with the aim of reducing the maximal bandwidth. This procedure is used twice 
within the proposed hybrid model: at the beginning of the iteration and after 
each partial solution is built, in order to improve each ant’s solution. The 
hybrid ACS model based on Swap Procedure: PSwap as the local search stage 
is denoted hACS. 
 
 
 

4. COMPONENT-BASED ANT COLONY SYSTEM FOR MBMP 
 

This section presents the architecture of the component-based approach 
for the MBMP, the control flow and the data flow model. At the end of this 
section we have illustrated how the computation steps are successively 
executed. 

We must first establish our entities involved in the component system 
definition before describing our component-based approach for modeling 
MBMP. 

We can view components from a different perspective [2] as simple 
components and compound components. The wiring of components [3] in order 
to construct a component-based system is made using a connection between the 
output of a component and the input of another component. The execution of 
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the BlackBox component [3] is composed of sequences of the form (operation, 
component), where operation is propagation (→) or evaluation (≡).  
 
4.1 MBMP architecture 
In section 3 the hybrid ant-based system for the Matrix Bandwidth 
Minimization Problem is described. Based on the pseudocode we can illustrate 
the algorithm using components (Figure 1) as a first level of design: reading 
input data, computation and printing the results. 

 
Figure 1. Architectural levels 

 
The second design level includes: the computational part of the current 

matrix bandwidth, the pheromone trails initialization. Here are also set the 
parameters and the hybrid ant algorithm. 

The third design level illustrates in detail the hybrid ant colony system 
algorithm: building partial solutions, applying the local pheromone update rule 
for all ants, applying a global pheromone update rule and the swap procedures 
described in Section 3. 
All these computations are performed for tmax steps/times. 
 
4.2 General and internal computation steps 
The steps of the computation of the hybrid ant colony component model for 
MBMP are described successively.  

We denote each component from the architecture (see figure 1 for 
details) with the following acronyms in order to be easier to read:  Readdata 
component with RD; ComputeMatrixBandwidth with CMB; 
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Pheromonstrailsandparameters with PTP; Swap with SW; Buildpartialsolution 
with BPS; Localupdaterule with LUR; Globalupdaterule with GUR and 
Printrez with PR. 

General computational steps for the representation 1: 
• state0 = ({RD ≡}, {RD}); 
• state1 = ({RD →}, {}); 
-data is propagated throw the connections to the PTP component; 
• state2 = ({PTP ≡}, {PTP}); 
-data is generated; initializing the pheromone trails;  
-setting the parameters values. 
• state3 = ({PTP →}, {}); 
-PTP →: data is propagated throw the connections to the SW component. 
• state4 = ({SW ≡}, {SW}); 
-SW ≡: the swap procedure. 
• state5 = ({SW →}, {}); 
-SW → data is propagated throw the connection to the input of the BPS 
component. 
• state6 = ({BPS ≡}, {BPS}); 
-BPS ≡: is building the partial solution. 
• state7 = ({BPS →}, {}); 
-BPS → data is propagated throw the connection to input of the LUR 
component. 
• state8 = ({LUR ≡}, {LUR}); 
-LUR ≡: is applied the local update rule; 
• state9 = ({LUR →}, {}); 
-LUR → data is propagated throw the connection to input of the SW 
component. 
• state10 = ({SW ≡}, {SW}); 
-SW ≡: the swap procedure; 
• state11 = ({SW →}, {}); 
-SW → data is propagated throw the connection to input of the GUR 
component. 
• state12 = ({GUR ≡}, {GUR}); 
-GUR ≡: is applied the global update rule; 
• state13 = ({GUR →}, {}); 
-GUR → data is propagated throw the connection to the BPS component or to 
the SW component or to the PR component, the decision is based on the 
number of iterations or to the number of ants as described in Section 3. If the 
BPS component is selected, then the computation starts from state6, if the 
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component SW is selected the computations start from state4. If the PR 
component is selected then the next state will be state14. 
• state14 = ({PR ≡}, {PR}); 
-PR ≡: prints the results. 
• state15 = ({}, {}). 
-There are no more possibilities of applying either propagation or evaluation. 
-The execution of the components involved in the system is finished. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Bio-inspired algorithms and in particularly ant-based algorithms are nowadays 
certified heuristics for solving combinatorial optimization problems. 
Components based on a hybrid Ant Colony System for the Matrix Bandwidth 
Minimization Problem are described. The way of using the components and the 
execution steps are illustrated. 
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